
40 CCLLAASSSSIICC MMIILLIITTAARRYY RRIIFFLLEESS:: TThe Mauser Model 1898 

““TThhee bbaassiicc ddeessiiggnn pprinciples of the Model 1898 are even 
ttooddaayy bbeeiinngg uuttiilliizzeedd iinn ssppoorrttiing and military/police sniper rifles.” 

By John Marshall
It may be the most classic military rifle of all

time. Most military historians will tell you that the
best contender for that honor should probably go
to the German Mauser Model 1898. It set the stan-
dard for both military and civilian turnbolt designs
for well over a century. It was used by Germany
during World War I, and in its final form, the K98k,
it became the “backbone of the Wehrmacht”
throughout World War II. The rifle was adopted as
standard by innumerable nations. The United States
was very impressed by its simple and effective
design. The Mauser patents were utilized (and paid
for) in the creation of our own legendary bolt-
action rifle, the Springfield Model 1903. The basic
design lives on in many civilian sporting rifles,
notably the much-revered Winchester Model 70
and the Ruger Model 77.

Peter Paul Mauser (1838 – 1914), of Oberndorf,
Neckar, Germany was the originator of the ’98
design. Paul Mauser worked in an arms plant
before joining the German Army in 1859. His first
design, in collaboration with his brother Wilhelm
(1834 – 1882), was a single-shot 11mm bolt-
action rifle. The German Army adopted it in 1871.
He then applied a tubular magazine to his rifle,
and it became the standard for the Prussian Army
in 1884. The improved box-magazine model 1893
was adopted by Spain as the 7x57 Modelo
Espanol. Our Soldiers faced these Spanish Mausers
during the Spanish-American War. 

The first Model 1898 was the Gewehr 98, a
long-barreled infantry rifle used during the First
World War by Germany. It was a refinement of
the model 1893, and addressed a number of per-
ceived deficiencies. Most hailed it as the perfect
bolt-action rifle. The massive non-rotating extrac-
tor was very positive and effective. The safety, a
turning thumb-lever to the rear of the bolt, was
secure in its action. The bolt worked smoothly.
The five-round staggered-row magazine was reli-
able. The open rear sight was adjustable in 100-

meter increments from 400 to 2000 meters, and
was rugged enough for battle. The action itself
was exceedingly strong and well suited for the
powerful 7.92mm (8mm) Mauser round it han-
dled. It was found, however, that the long barrel
was unwieldy in the trenches and so the short-
barreled Karabiner 98a was conceived and man-
ufactured by Waffenfabrik Mauser in 1914. Paul
Mauser did not live to see his rifles used so dev-
astatingly during World War I.

Following WWI, the Mauser factory, shackled
by the treaty of Versailles, sold their tooling for the
Gewehr 98 to the new state of Czechoslovakia.
The industrious Czechs improved on the rifle they
inherited from the Germans. They shortened the
barrel to 24 inches and made some modifications
to the sights, stock and furniture. The new Czech
model 1923 was slightly modified again to be the
model 1924. In addition to arming the Czech
army, the new rifle was widely exported to South
America and China. The Belgian Fabrique
Nationale (FN) firm also exported their models
1922 and 1924, both utilizing Mauser patents. The
newly renamed Mauser Werke Oberndorf AG in
Germany took note of these new rifles, and quietly
began to manufacture a 23.6-inch barreled rifle
called the “Standard Modell” for export. This
model featured an improved rear sight, graduated
in finer 50-meter increments from 100 to 2000
meters. The old 7.92mm round was updated to use
the newer “sS” heavy spitzer bullet. This made-in-
near-secrecy rifle kept the Mauser factory going
during the tough post-war years.

During Hitler’s rise to power in Germany, the
newly formed SA and SS detachments wanted
rifles, and they wanted the “real deal” rifle, made
in Germany. Accordingly, Mauser covertly began to
supply them with arms. The purchasers secretly
picked up these arms at the factory by truck, and
soon Mauser was making rifles at the rate of about
450 rifles per day. Hitler then began a secret rear-
mament program in direct defiance of the Versailles

treaty. In 1933, Mauser introduced a new rifle, the
“Gewehr fur Deutsche Reichpost.” This was osten-
sibly for the German post office, but it was under-
stood that this rifle would be the prototype for a
new standard German rifle for the Wehrmacht. In
1934, the Heereswaffenamt, or Army Weapons
Office, announced its intention to equip all of its
forces with a more modern rifle. Mauser and J.P.
Sauer und Sohn submitted prototypes based on the
Post Office rifle, but incorporating a bolt stop in the
magazine follower to prevent a soldier from oper-
ating an empty magazine rifle. Mauser’s design was
adopted and officially announced in June 1935 as
the Karabiner 98 kurz, or model 98 short carbine.
In fact, both Mauser and J.P. Sauer had already
begun production in 1934. This was the rifle that
became standard for the German armed forces
throughout World War II.

The caliber for the new rifle was 7.92mm, or
8mm Mauser, as it is commonly known. Its overall
length was 43.7 inches, with a barrel length of
23.62 inches. Weight was 8.38 pounds, with some
variation based on the wood used in the stock. The
staggered-round box magazine held five rounds
and could be charged with a five-round stripper
clip or with individual rounds. The bolt had a
turned-down handle. The “barleycorn” front sight
was in the form of an inverted “V” and could be
adjusted right or left by the factory a slight
amount. The tangent rear sight was a “V” notch
open leaf sight, adjustable from 100 to 2,000
meters, installed on a curved base. The safety,
mounted on the rear of the bolt, was a lever, with
left for “fire” and right for “safe.” 

The K98ks were stamped with a manufacturer’s
code and a date on top of the receiver ring. Early
cleaning rods, mounted below the muzzle end of
the barrel, measured 9.75 inches. In 1939, the
length was increased to 12.5 inches. Either type
was designed to screw into other rods to provide
an overall length suitable for cleaning the barrel.
Each rifle was provided with a leather sling mount-

ed on the left side of the stock. Most rifles incorpo-
rated a circular metal plate with a central hole on
the right side of the stock. This was an aid in disas-
sembling the bolt’s striker mechanism. A number
of K98ks were equipped with telescopic sights for
use by snipers and these special weapons proved
very effective. Many of the old WWI Gew98 rifles
were called in and factory converted to the newer
standard configuration.

Numerous manufacturers produced the K98k,
both in Germany and elsewhere. The rifle pic-
tured in this article was manufactured in occu-
pied Czechoslovakia in 1944. It shows late-war
furniture, including a stamped trigger guard and
forward barrel band. It has the code “DOT” (for
the Czech Brno factory) and “1944” stamped on
the receiver ring. The trigger guard is stamped
“byf,” the code for Mauser, which is correct for
this variation. Mauser supplied many parts to
other manufacturers. This rifle is an original con-
figuration battlefield pickup, and was brought to
the U.S. by a WWII veteran as a war trophy. I
purchased it from his estate.

In all, over 14 million K98k rifles were made
during the period 1934 – 1945. Germany pro-
duced other more modern semiautomatic designs
during the war, but none were nearly as prolific as
the old Mauser design. The American M1 Garand
semiautomatic rifle proved to be a huge advantage
for the G.I. facing the German Soldat on the bat-
tlefields, but the old Mauser ’98 design gave a
good account of itself. It was simple, reliable in all
kinds of weather, powerful, accurate and easy to
maintain. The basic design principles of the Model
1898 are even today being utilized in sporting and
military/police sniper rifles. The collector demand
for original K98k weapons has increased in recent
years. This has driven up values, particularly for
excellent-condition specimens. The design has
proved to be an enduring classic. Holding one
enables an enlightened glimpse into the history of
the 20th Century World Wars.
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